Clinical decision support and individualized prediction of survival in colon cancer: bayesian belief network model.
We used a large population-based data set to create a clinical decision support system (CDSS) for real-time estimation of overall survival (OS) among colon cancer (CC) patients. Patients with CC diagnosed between 1969 and 2006 were identified from the Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) registry. Low- and high-risk cohorts were defined. The tenfold cross-validation assessed predictive utility of the machine-learned Bayesian belief network (ml-BBN) model for clinical decision support (CDS). A data set consisting of 146,248 records was analyzed using ml-BBN models to provide CDS in estimating OS based on prognostic factors at 12-, 24-, 36-, and 60-month post-treatment follow-up. Independent prognostic factors in the ml-BBN model included age, race; primary tumor histology, grade and location; Number of primaries, AJCC T stage, N stage, and M stage. The ml-BBN model accurately estimated OS with area under the receiver-operating-characteristic curve of 0.85, thereby improving significantly upon existing AJCC stage-specific OS estimates. Significant differences in OS were found between low- and high-risk cohorts (odds ratios for mortality: 17.1, 16.3, 13.9, and 8.8 for 12-, 24-, 36-, and 60-month cohorts, respectively). A CDSS was developed to provide individualized estimates of survival in CC. This ml-BBN model provides insights as to how disease-specific factors influence outcome. Time-dependent, individualized mortality risk assessments may inform treatment decisions and facilitate clinical trial design.